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from egypt to south africa nigeria to ethiopia a new force for political change is emerging across africa popular protest widespread urban
uprisings by youth the unemployed trade unions activists writers artists and religious groups are challenging injustice and inequality what
is driving this new wave of protest is it the key to substantive political change drawing on interviews and in depth analysis adam branch and
zachariah mampilly offer a penetrating assessment of contemporary african protests situating the current popular activism within its
historical and regional contexts concerns about cbrn chemical biological radioactive nuclear weapons have featured prominently in both
political debates and media reporting about the ongoing threat from al qaeda since 9 11 this book provides a chronological account of al
qaeda s efforts to acquire a cbrn weapon capability and the evolution of the al qaeda leadership s approach to actually using cbrn
weapons set against the context of the politicisation of the threat of cbrn terrorism in us security debates ben cole explores how the
inherently political nature of terrorist cbrn threats has helped to shape al qaeda s approach to cbrn weapons and shows how the
heightened political sensitivities surrounding the threat have enabled some governments to manipulate it in order to generate domestic and
international support for controversial policies particularly the 2003 invasion of iraq he assesses the relative success of the al qaeda
leadership s political approach to cbrn weapons together with the relative success of efforts by the us uk and russian governments to
exploit the al qaeda cbrn threat for their wider political purposes shedding new light on al qaeda s tactics and strategy this book will be
essential reading for scholars of terrorism and extremism studies how do you use social media platforms search engines and other forms of
digital media to explore the key issues of our time with this second edition learn how to use the latest advancements in digital methods to
answer your pressing research questions the new edition includes a new chapter on critical social media research tips for analysing content
on tiktok instagram twitter and more exploration of google critique and algorithmic auditing examination of youtube s content removal
politics and facebook s fake news problem whether you are new to digital research or are exploring a new platform this book equips you
with tools to navigate the evolving digital landscape and conduct rigorous studies in the digital age ����������� ���������� ����
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europe has brought together three contrasting collections of contributions the incrementalist perspective concerning the step by step
development of europe the more radical reform restructuring approach to the future of europe and a view of europe from the outside
reservoir quality is studied using a wide range of similar techniques in both sandstones and carbonates sandstone and carbonate reservoir
quality both benefit from the study of modern analogues and experiments but modelling approaches are currently quite different for these
two types of reservoirs there are many common controls on sandstone and carbonate reservoir quality but also distinct differences due
primarily to mineralogy numerous controversies remain including the question of oil inhibition the key control on pressure solution and
geochemical flux of material to or from reservoirs this collection of papers contains case study based examples of sandstone and
carbonate reservoir quality prediction as well as modern analogue outcrop analogue modelling and advanced analytical approaches nta
net computer science previous papers for ugc net jrf exams this book features contributions addressing the area of specialised and
professional discourse analysis at both the micro and macro levels it offers analyses of the language of medicine sports bureaucratic forms
and advertisements and academic language throughout the volume specialised discourse is approached from a variety of linguistic literary
and cultural perspectives as well as from those of content analysis discourse analysis membership categorisation devices and semantic p
after an apparent temporary relief the financial crisis is back full steam the double dip has turned into a full blown meltdown of financial
markets public budgets and by and large democratic accountability this global crisis is a fundamental wake up call a signal that our
conventional political economy and perhaps the very foundations of our societies need a serious rethink currently the spotlight is on the
role of political elites and economic agents especially the investors included in the vague notion of markets and their strategies to stabilize
or destabilize countries from north america to the eurozone regrettably the actual and potential role of civil society is hardly mentioned in
public debate yet it is exactly within civil society that important responses to the crisis may emerge it is within civil society that an
alternative paradigm and a fundamental rethinking of conventional wisdom may be fostered citizens vs markets is the first book to unpack the
transformative role of civil society in a sector in which it has traditionally been less proactive in order to reflect on possible forms of
social transformation that are not merely remedial but also constructive in nature this is the most important struggle of our times this
book was published as a special issue of the journal of civil society how can colleges and schools support the inclusion of family school
and community engagement curricula in teacher and administrator preparation programs the contributions in this book try to answer this
question with contributors describing their experiences their programs and their support for the goal of enhancing parental involvement and
engagement in schools and colleges of education the authors and researchers such as joyce epstein who is the foremost researcher on the
topic have the knowledge and expertise in family school and community engagement and partnerships from both theory and best practice
perspectives the book is designed to be interactive and readers are encouraged to engage themselves in the conversation readers are invited to
e mail any of the editors to discuss the questions posed this book was originally published as a special issue of teaching education effective
sustainability communication can deliver business value get it wrong however and the reputational damage will be costly stakeholders and
the general public as well as activists are unforgiving of companies whose products services business practices or culture fall short of
their socially responsible rhetoric based on close to one hundred in depth interviews with leading experts christian conrad and marjorie
thompson s the new brand spirit helps corporate communications and marketing professionals tackle this conundrum by providing a first hand
view of eight distinct and relevant stakeholder perspectives nineteen comprehensive and well researched best practice cases from
sustainability leaders like ibm unilever marks spencer and puma will inspire all those tasked with communicating sustainability with practical
and applicable tools and lessons learned the result is a book that will enable senior executives corporate communication professionals and
brand managers to decide when to whom and how to communicate sustainability related messages and when not to this volume presents
essential aspects of mediterranean politics to be reconsidered in the light of the arab upheavals since 2010 the focal point of the book is the
question in how far european mediterranean relations are challenged by the various developments it explores the relationship between
security and democracy within the arab countries and in european mediterranean relations the ambiguity between the promotion of democratic
values and the preservation of common interests in cooperation in economic and security affairs is stirred up by changing political actors
and new conflictual constellations inside the arab countries all these changes evoke new challenges for all areas of the european
mediterranean cooperation thus the volume assembles contributions from different angles on the re formulation of the european
neighbourhood policy as well as the democracy assistance towards the southern mediterranean it discusses the major security issues of a
cooperative security architecture counter terrorism action migration control and security sector reform in order to explore the relevant
challenges in the field the contributions analyse the recent developments and challenges provide critical insights into those fields and
endeavour to provide some proposals for improving mediterranean cooperation on democracy and security this book was published as a
special issue of democracy and security basic desert reactive attitudes and free will addresses the issue of whether we can make sense of the
widespread conviction that we are morally responsible beings it focuses on the claim that we deserve to be blamed and punished for our
immoral actions and how this claim can be justified given the philosophical and scientific reasons to believe that we lack the sort of free will
required for this sort of desert contributions to the book distinguish between and explore two clusters of questions the first asks what it
is to deserve to be harmed or benefitted what are the bases for desert actions good character bad character the omission of good character
traits the second cluster explores the disagreement between compatabilists and incompatibilists surrounding the nature of desert do we
deserve to be harmed benefitted or judged even if we lack the ability to act differently and if we do not what effect does this have on our
everyday actions taken in full this book sheds light on the notion of desert implicated in our practice of holding each other morally
responsible this book was originally published as a special issue of philosophical explorations this book re examines aspects of historical
socialism and includes case studies of education within twenty first century socialist and post socialist contexts shaped by the
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trajectories of historical socialism through these case studies contributions offer insights into key questions how are education systems
and student subjectivities shaped by post socialist trajectories and current regional politics economics and resistance movements how do
sedimented socialist discourses and geographies alter and contest the neoliberal child and childhood in post socialist education how have
disjunctures between the rhetoric of historical marxism leninism and the practices of educators students and student political organizations
played out under socialism and what could we learn from that for our present how much emancipatory potential is there in the theories and
practices of popular education for combatting injustice in the absence of mass revolutionary political parties above all this volume affirms
the need to move beyond simplistic accounts of historical socialism and post socialist transitions by exploring how socialist trajectories
remain influential and have potential in our current contexts this book contributes to the work of politically engaged educators working
to re imagine and reconstruct education this book was originally published as a special issue of globalisation societies and education china
japan and south korea s international relations are shaped by the fact that all three countries are significant importers of resources this
book brings together work on specific aspects of the politics of resources for each of these countries regionally and internationally there
are some similarities in the approaches taken by all these three for example their development assistance shares a focus on infrastructure
building and reluctance to purposefully influence domestic politics however there are also significant differences due in large part to the
individual nature of the states as international actors china has significant domestic supplies of resources while japan and korea are net
importers china s size also marks it out as different as does its state socialist history and continuing authoritarian state one of the key
issues to understanding contemporary resource politics in northeast asia is that western dominance of the world order is currently
declining in some cases northeast asian approaches to resources are seen as being mercantilist in other cases northeast asian powers are seen
as replacing western powers in exploiting resource rich developing countries this book gives readers an informed view of this very important
issue in contemporary international relations this bookw as published as a special issue of asian studies review this book analyses the
christian democratic union of germany cdu one of europe s most successful and influential political parties the cdu might have been expected
to struggle in the circumstances of a more diverse secular reunified germany yet it has prospered to an extent almost unparalleled in
western europe chapters consider the cdu s policies the factors driving them their variation across germany the relationship to women and
the welfare state its organisational development and change and its position within the party system contributors particularly emphasise
the diversity of the cdu and the way it varies across germany s regions the cdu is compared to other christian democratic parties and special
consideration is given to the cdu s bavarian sister party the christian social union csu this book was published as a special issue of german
politics this book investigates the extent to which the eu has defined and operationalised the notion of effective multilateralism reform has
dominated the agenda of the eu in recent years with the adoption and implementation of the lisbon treaty however various international
organisations have also been in reform mode in an attempt to adjust their structure to the changing polarity and counter criticisms about a
lack of legitimacy accountability and effectiveness the eu and effective multilateralism examines the eu s intention to make multilateral
settings more effective as formulated by the european security strategy in december 2003 firmly grounded in new empirical research it
provides a balanced account of the fit between internal reform the institutional reform within the eu notably following the entry into force
of the lisbon treaty and external reform the institutional reform of the international reform in which the eu operates this book will be of
much interest to students of eu politics european security international organisations foreign policy and ir in general the eruption of the
anti assad revolution in syria has had many unintended consequences among which is the opportunity it offered sunni jihadists to establish a
foothold in the heart of the middle east that syria s ongoing civil war is so brutal and protracted has only compounded the situation as
have developments in iraq and lebanon ranging across the battlefields and international borders have been dozens of jihadi islamist fighting
groups of which some coalesced into significant factions such as jabhat al nusra and the islamic state this book assesses and explains the
emergence since 2011 of sunni jihadist organizations in syria s fledgling insurgency charts their evolution and situates them within the
global islamist project unprecedented numbers of foreign fighters have joined such groups who will almost certainly continue to host them
thus external factors in their emergence are scrutinized including the strategic and tactical lessons learned from other jihadist conflict
zones and the complex interplay between al qaeda and the islamic state and how it has influenced the jihadist sphere in syria tensions between
and conflict within such groups also feature in this indispensable volume as the 2011 uprisings in north africa reverberated across the
middle east a diverse cross section of women and girls publicly disputed gender and sexual norms in novel unauthorized and often shocking
ways in a series of case studies ranging from tunisia s 14 january revolution to the taksim gezi park protests in istanbul the contributors
to freedom without permission reveal the centrality of the intersections between body gender sexuality and space to these groundbreaking
events essays include discussions of the blogs written by young women in egypt the women2drive campaign in saudi arabia the reintegration
of women into the public sphere in yemen the sexualization of female protesters encamped at bahrain s pearl roundabout and the embodied
performative and artistic spaces of morocco s 20 february movement conceiving of revolution as affective embodied spatialized and
aesthetic forms of upheaval and transgression the contributors show how women activists imagined inhabited and deployed new spatial
arrangements that undermined the public private divisions of spaces bodies and social relations continuously transforming them through
symbolic and embodied transgressions contributors lamia benyoussef susanne dahlgren karina eileraas susana galan banu g�kariksel frances
s hasso sonali pahwa zakia salime ugc net english literature code 30 last 10 year question paper with answer highlights of book covered
all 10 year questions paper 2010 to 2021 question with answer covered all 100 questions of each year covered both terms of exam
question paper example june 2019 december 2022 etc the term revolutionary is used liberally in histories of indian anticolonialism but
scarcely defined implicitly understood it functions as a signpost or a badge generously conferred in hagiographies loosely invoked in
historiography and strategically deployed in contemporary political contests it is timely then to ask the question who counts as a
revolutionary in south asia how can we read the revolutionary in indian political formations and what does it really mean to be
revolutionary in turbulent late colonial times this volume takes a biographical approach to the question by examining the life stories of a
series of activists some well known who all defined themselves in explicitly revolutionary terms in the early twentieth century shyamaji
krishnavarma v d savarkar m k gandhi bhagat singh jawaharlal nehru j p narayan and hansraj vohra the authors interrogate the subversive
lives of these figures tracing their polyglot influences and transnational impacts to map out the discursive travels of the revolutionary in
indian historical and literary worlds from the early 1900s and to indicate its reverberations in the politics of the present this book was
published as a special issue of postcolonial studies circumcision is one of the oldest and most common surgical processes being practised for
a range of medical social and religious reasons on up to 30 of males worldwide it is currently being promoted by a range of health bodies as
a means of tackling hiv in developing countries yet there is significant concern about sexual physiological and psychological effects and
complications and its prophylactic effectiveness in examining a case in which a failed circumcision was performed for religious reasons the
regional court in cologne decided that the practice contravened the bodily autonomy of minors and was subject to the same legislation used
to classify female genital cutting as assault this understandably aroused serious concerns among various religious communities who
practise circumcision at the same time as religious groups seek to protect circumcision from comparisons with female genital cutting there is
a trend particularly in post colonial thought in the us to revise negative understandings of female genital cutting by making cautious
positive comparisons with circumcision this collection considers the apparent contradictions and complications of the contemporary status
and deployment of the many forms of genital cutting raising a serious wide reaching question what scope should society have to impose
physically invasive rites on people this book was originally published as a special issue of global discourse in 2012 australia took the
major step of introducing a carbon price involving the creation of a system of emissions permits initially issued at a fixed price carbon pricing
brings together experts instrumental in the development and operation of a this is the annual report submitted to the general assembly by the
committee on enforced disappearances covering its fifteenth 5 16 november 2018 and sixteenth 8 18 april 2019 sessions though
geographically far apart turkey and australia are much closer than many would think this collection provides a relevant comparative and
comprehensive study of two countries seeking to reconcile their history with their geography much of the discussion of india in the public
sphere has focused on economic policy settings and restructuring annual growth rates trade relations and the nation s status as an
economic and political actor within the international system this collection considers other dimensions of socio economic transformation in
india and its profound impact on society and nature while economic and ecological fragility are now very apparently problems of a global
scale they are nevertheless grounded and experienced at the local scale where vulnerable and marginal people located in the urban periphery
and in rural areas confront these crises most acutely the studies in this collection encompass many of the most important social and
political concerns of india in this age of crisis namely the politics of water resources and land acquisition and use the interaction between
food security markets and institutions the politics and strategies of labour movements narratives and practices of development and
contestation over forms of agrarian production in india the link between urbanisation and local class caste and political actors and the
potential for civil society to either be co opted or to contest neoliberal logics and forms of governance this book was published as a
special issue of the journal of south asian studies to plan successfully and manage the increased uncertainties posed by likely future climate
change knowledge needs to advance much more for the water profession beyond what it is now available meeting these challenges does not
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depend exclusively on advances in climatological hydrologic models policies for adaptation and strategies for mitigation measures have to
be formulated on the basis of what are likely to be the potential impacts these will have to be regularly fine tuned and implemented
according to changing needs and as more reliable knowledge and data become available even more challenging will be the politics of policy
making and implementation which will require a quantum leap from current policy making and implementation processes one can even say that
in addition to the development of more reliable models the politics of climate change and water management remains one of the greatest
uncertainties for the water profession this book addresses water management practices and how these should and could be modified to cope
with climatic and other related uncertainties over the next two to three decades the types of strategies and good practices that may be
available or have to be developed to cope with the current and expected uncertainties in relation to climate change and the types of
knowledge information and technological developments needed to incorporate possible future climate change impacts within the framework of
water resources management decision making in the water sector under changing climate and related uncertainties and societal water
security under altering and fluctuating climate are also discussed several case studies are included from several basins cities regions and
countries in both developed and non developing countries this book was published as a special issue of the international journal of water
resources development this book raises questions about cultural interventions an area of investigation somewhat overlooked in place of
developing a critique of political interventions whilst political interventions are more explicit coercive and have a wide reaching impact it is
important also to examine the way culture is used in attempts to reconstruct society and peoples the soft side of statebuilding where
heritage is utilised to play a role in the construction of the nation and the people in memory and identity for it can play a role in legitimizing
myths and identifying symbolic historic events and implicitly informs the construction of infrastructure institutions and other aspects of
civic life contributors from the fields of politics anthropology archaeology and sociology examine interventions in state and nation
building through cultural methods the soft side of statebuilding including the preservation and promotion of certain heritage the politics of
remembrance and monument building and the repatriation of human remains and artefacts to communities in the name of making reparations for
past atrocities these are timely contributions heritage and cultural is too often considered in terms of how tourism might contribute to the
economy post conflict neglecting the construction of meaning and memory through decisions about is what is preserved or not it will be of
special interest to those in the field of cultural studies archaeology and politics as well as international relations this book was
published as a special issue of the journal of intervention and statebuilding this book focuses on how discourse and various narratives
contribute to the construction of the european union as a political actor thus seeking to challenge the more established approaches to the
study of the union it sheds light on the way discourses about the european union are created perpetuated and then translated into policy
outcomes most of the contributions attempt to account for the differences that usually arise between discourse and policy practices the
methods employed range from more traditional variants of discourse analysis to other more radical versions that emphasize power or to
critical or differential reading of policy narratives and ethnography policy areas such as trade enlargement foreign policy and the european
neighbourhood policy enp are discussed while a particular interest is awarded to the european parliament and the commission in doing so the
contributions shed light on the role discourse plays in relation to policies institutional practices and value representations at the
european level moreover the authors analyse the different actors and structures that create and perpetuate discourses within the eu
highlighting new insights that a focus on discourse can bring to the field of european union studies this book was published as a special issue
of perspectives on european politics and society large or small old eu member or new and even eu member state or not political economies
across southern europe have been increasingly but distinctively europeanised in political public and scholarly debates on processes of
europeanisation southern europe invariably features as the area of concern these concerns have been all the more heightened when the current
sovereign debt crisis disproportionately hit this flaky fringe this volume systematically investigates the dynamics of europeanisation in the
southern periphery by tracing the domestic constellations of ideas interests and institutions over the course of the 2000s which came to a
close with the crisis bringing together a multidisciplinary team of leading specialists the volume focuses on the political economy of public
policy reform in greece italy malta portugal spain and turkey in order to allow for cross case comparisons these original country studies
follow a common template framed by what the editors call the europeanisation as research programme the volume casts empirical light on
the causes of the crisis in these cases as well as the past legacies conditioning their responses to the crisis its conclusions point to
variegated patterns of europeanisation in different policy areas across southern europe this volume will be of interest to students and
scholars of european integration european political economy european public policy and comparative politics as well as specialists of
southern europe this book was published as a special issue of south european society and politics despite real improvements since the
beginning of the last decade legislative studies are still underdeveloped in france compared to other modern democracies this weakness is
linked to the characteristics of the political system itself the constitution of 1958 has created a semi presidential regime the centrality of
which has been constantly reinforced since the french parliament is thus supposed to be extremely feeble this lack of interest for legislative
studies is also to be found in the specificities of french political sociology which pays little attention to institutions as a result very few
papers and books deal with french chambers and mps yet they are fascinating cases of study for scholars interested in parliamentary
representation professionalization of political life and french politics the french parliament and mps are deeply paradoxical mps are very
attached to the concept of national sovereignty but remain involved at local level and in surgery work the french national assembly is
supposed to be weak but is quite active and influential citizens are more aware of the role of mps than it seems and their views and values
are closer than predicted this book gathers seven papers from the legipar research project 2008 2012 the project was designed by the
contributors to rejuvenate french legislative studies by collecting systematic data on mps socio biographical profiles and activities
conducting face to face interviews gathering exhaustive data on national assembly activity and organising focus groups to analyse
citizens perceptions of their mps this book was originally published as a special issue of the journal of legislative studies this book explores
the possibilities offered by derrida s work on democracy for interpreting contemporary struggles over democracy in turkey the relationship
between democracy and justice seems of unquestionable importance to derrida with democracy and justice held in tension by deconstruction
agnes czajka offers a qualified endorsement of a just democracy grounded in the possibilities opened up by reading derrida s work on democracy
together with his work on justice she posits that one way of imagining democracy to come might be to imagine it as a just democracy or one
poised at the intersection of the aporia of democracy and the non imperative to justice in the particular context of contemporary struggles
over democracy in turkey she also explores what such comportment toward a just democracy or a justice of in democracy might look like in
the context of that particular democracy asian countries are undergoing rapid political economic and social transformations meanwhile
there is a growing demand for knowing more about asia this major reference set is designed to help general readers as well as specialists to
have a good grasp of the latest developments in asia in the key areas of economic growth trade energy environment foreign policy and
security with 4 volumes this set covers all major dimensions of asia s political economy contributors include both scholars and
practitioners who provide first hand description and analysis of fundamental issues in asia peace and political stability are of ultimate
importance with asia at the forefront of wealth creation in the global economy volume 1 unpacks and examines the foreign policy strategies
of key states and the role of regional institutions in responding to the security demands of an asian century volume 2 studies the strong
economic integration through trade and cross border investment that has been essential to asia the region s future prosperity depends on it
being able to remain open and outward looking as asia grows larger and richer more concerted efforts are required to surmount regional
rivalry and to further strengthen the regional architecture of economic cooperation volume 3 looks at the emerging economies thirst for
energy that creates huge competition around which domestic regional and international political economy unfolds climate change and
aspiration for sustainable development further complicate the challenge volume 4 offers a comprehensive coverage of subjects on
environment and sustainable development in asia with case studies of selected and representative countries that are at different stages of
economic development and facing different environment related problems and challenges in the twenty first century this interdisciplinary set is
a fine example of international cooperation with contributors hailing from different parts of asia as well as north america and europe it is a
must have for anyone keen on understanding asia s dynamic and changing scene too often amongst policy makers and thought leaders an
assumption is made that we must make a choice between tackling climate change and having a strong economy tackling climate change and
allowing poorer nations to develop tackling climate change and having a secure energy system however a decade of advanced modelling
tested against historical data has provided wide evidence that well chosen policies can be implemented that avoid these apparent either or
choices this highly interdisciplinary book provides an overview of potential pathways for the decarbonisation of the global economy by
examining the entire global economy we show policy makers and thought leaders that greatly reducing the risks of climate change can be
consistent with energy security economic development in poor nations and vibrant economies in already developed nations advanced models of
the relationships between the economy energy and climate change pioneered at the cambridge centre for climate change mitigation research
4cmr over the past decade provides a sound evidence base for decisions this book examines not only the impacts of policies but also the
feasibility of bringing them forward and the ways in which energy climate and economic policies can and must be joined up if climate energy and
economic goals are to be met globally economists physicists engineers policy analysts environmental scientists climate scientists political
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analysts lawyers and computational scientists are brought together for the first time to produce analyses that make up a unique
approach to a global problem that must be addressed sooner rather than later contents introduction terry barker the case for
decarbonisation douglas crawford brown and martin sewell policies and measures for mitigating climate change paul haynes and yongfu
huang scenario design for a global low carbon economy jun li and aleix altimiras martin modelling decarbonisation scenarios annela anger
terry barker and mark syddall the economic feasibility of policies for decarbonisation terry barker annela anger and hector pollitt
feasibility of decarbonisation from a technology perspective j f mercure and pablo salas feasibility of reducing emissions by end use sector
scott kelly andrew skelton and aleix altimiras martin from theory to practice climate policy and political feasibility sonja klinsky and
michael grubb co impacts of a decarbonised economy douglas crawford brown and ann thompson conclusions terry barker readership
academics and policy makers interested in forming policies that target energy climate and economic issues key features conclusions are based
on a decade of developing some of the most advanced models of links between energy economic and environmental issuesexamines the entire
global economy showing how policies and actions in any one nation influence behaviours in other nationshighly interdisciplinary content with
analyses produced by economists physicists engineers policy analysts environmental scientists climate scientists political analysts
lawyers and computational scientistskeywords climate change climate policy economic development environment energy policy low carbon
technology europe sees itself as embodying the ideals of modernity especially in relation to democracy and the respect for human rights faced
on the one hand with the need for public recognition of a new population of muslim identity and the threat of violent radicalization on the
other europe is falling prey to the politics of fear and is tempted to compromise on its professed ideals reflecting on the manifestations and
causes of the contemporary fear of islam gaining ground in contemporary europe as well as on the factors contributing to the
radicalization of some muslims il liberal europe islamophobia modernity and radicalization offers a diversity of perspectives on both the
challenges to social cohesion and the danger of islamophobia encouraging a spiral of co radicalization combining empirical studies of several
european countries with a comparative account of india and europe the book analyzes vital issues such as secularity domophilia de
politicization neo nationalism the european unification project and more spanning a variety of disciplinary approaches the volume offers
novel insights into the complex landscape of identity politics in contemporary europe to widen the scope of intellectual inquiry this book
was originally published as a special issue of politics religion ideology the southeast europe and black sea region presents fertile terrain for
examining recent international migration trends the contributions to this book cover a range of examples from ukraine and moldova in the
north to greece and albania in the south by intersecting the three key concepts of migration transnationalism and development they offer new
insights based on original empirical research a wide range of types of migration can be observed in this region large scale emigration in many
countries recent mass immigration in the case of greece return migration internal migration internal and external forced migration irregular
migration brain drain etc these migratory phenomena occur within the context of eu migration policies and eu accession for some countries
yet within this shifting migration landscape of migrant stocks and flows the fundamental economic geography of different wealth levels and
work opportunities is what drives most migration now as in the past this book was previously published as a special issue of southeast
european and black sea studies this book written by experts from universities and major industrial research laboratories is devoted to the
very hot topic of cognitive radio and networking for cooperative coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks selected highly relevant
advanced research is presented on spectrum sensing and progress toward the realization of accurate radio environment mapping biomimetic
learning for self organizing networks security threats with a special focus on primary user emulation attack and cognition as a tool for
green next generation networks the research activities covered include work undertaken within the framework of the european cost action
ic0902 which is geared towards the definition of a european platform for cognitive radio and networks communications engineers r d engineers
researchers and students will all benefit from this complete reference on recent advances in wireless communications and the design and
implementation of cognitive radio systems and networks
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Africa Uprising

2015-03-12

from egypt to south africa nigeria to ethiopia a new force for political change is emerging across africa popular protest widespread urban
uprisings by youth the unemployed trade unions activists writers artists and religious groups are challenging injustice and inequality what
is driving this new wave of protest is it the key to substantive political change drawing on interviews and in depth analysis adam branch and
zachariah mampilly offer a penetrating assessment of contemporary african protests situating the current popular activism within its
historical and regional contexts

Political Manipulation and Weapons of Mass Destruction

2017-12-11

concerns about cbrn chemical biological radioactive nuclear weapons have featured prominently in both political debates and media
reporting about the ongoing threat from al qaeda since 9 11 this book provides a chronological account of al qaeda s efforts to acquire
a cbrn weapon capability and the evolution of the al qaeda leadership s approach to actually using cbrn weapons set against the context
of the politicisation of the threat of cbrn terrorism in us security debates ben cole explores how the inherently political nature of terrorist
cbrn threats has helped to shape al qaeda s approach to cbrn weapons and shows how the heightened political sensitivities surrounding the
threat have enabled some governments to manipulate it in order to generate domestic and international support for controversial policies
particularly the 2003 invasion of iraq he assesses the relative success of the al qaeda leadership s political approach to cbrn weapons
together with the relative success of efforts by the us uk and russian governments to exploit the al qaeda cbrn threat for their wider
political purposes shedding new light on al qaeda s tactics and strategy this book will be essential reading for scholars of terrorism and
extremism studies

Doing Digital Methods

2024-01-05

how do you use social media platforms search engines and other forms of digital media to explore the key issues of our time with this second
edition learn how to use the latest advancements in digital methods to answer your pressing research questions the new edition includes a
new chapter on critical social media research tips for analysing content on tiktok instagram twitter and more exploration of google
critique and algorithmic auditing examination of youtube s content removal politics and facebook s fake news problem whether you are new
to digital research or are exploring a new platform this book equips you with tools to navigate the evolving digital landscape and
conduct rigorous studies in the digital age

�������――LGBT����������������

2018-09-20
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����

Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s Comedy-drama Films

2014-10-08

rethinking the future of europe has brought together three contrasting collections of contributions the incrementalist perspective
concerning the step by step development of europe the more radical reform restructuring approach to the future of europe and a view of
europe from the outside

Rethinking the Future of Europe

2018-06-18

reservoir quality is studied using a wide range of similar techniques in both sandstones and carbonates sandstone and carbonate reservoir
quality both benefit from the study of modern analogues and experiments but modelling approaches are currently quite different for these
two types of reservoirs there are many common controls on sandstone and carbonate reservoir quality but also distinct differences due
primarily to mineralogy numerous controversies remain including the question of oil inhibition the key control on pressure solution and
geochemical flux of material to or from reservoirs this collection of papers contains case study based examples of sandstone and
carbonate reservoir quality prediction as well as modern analogue outcrop analogue modelling and advanced analytical approaches

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Expatriate Footballers in Spain

2015-06-18

nta net computer science previous papers for ugc net jrf exams

Reservoir Quality of Clastic and Carbonate Rocks

2017-07-05

this book features contributions addressing the area of specialised and professional discourse analysis at both the micro and macro levels
it offers analyses of the language of medicine sports bureaucratic forms and advertisements and academic language throughout the volume
specialised discourse is approached from a variety of linguistic literary and cultural perspectives as well as from those of content
analysis discourse analysis membership categorisation devices and semantic p
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Focus On: 100 Most Popular Bundesliga Players

2018-10-24

after an apparent temporary relief the financial crisis is back full steam the double dip has turned into a full blown meltdown of financial
markets public budgets and by and large democratic accountability this global crisis is a fundamental wake up call a signal that our
conventional political economy and perhaps the very foundations of our societies need a serious rethink currently the spotlight is on the
role of political elites and economic agents especially the investors included in the vague notion of markets and their strategies to stabilize
or destabilize countries from north america to the eurozone regrettably the actual and potential role of civil society is hardly mentioned in
public debate yet it is exactly within civil society that important responses to the crisis may emerge it is within civil society that an
alternative paradigm and a fundamental rethinking of conventional wisdom may be fostered citizens vs markets is the first book to unpack the
transformative role of civil society in a sector in which it has traditionally been less proactive in order to reflect on possible forms of
social transformation that are not merely remedial but also constructive in nature this is the most important struggle of our times this
book was published as a special issue of the journal of civil society

NTA NET Computer Science Previous Papers for UGC NET/JRF Exams

2016-03-03

how can colleges and schools support the inclusion of family school and community engagement curricula in teacher and administrator
preparation programs the contributions in this book try to answer this question with contributors describing their experiences their
programs and their support for the goal of enhancing parental involvement and engagement in schools and colleges of education the authors
and researchers such as joyce epstein who is the foremost researcher on the topic have the knowledge and expertise in family school and
community engagement and partnerships from both theory and best practice perspectives the book is designed to be interactive and readers are
encouraged to engage themselves in the conversation readers are invited to e mail any of the editors to discuss the questions posed this
book was originally published as a special issue of teaching education

Discourses in Co(n)text

2016-01-22

effective sustainability communication can deliver business value get it wrong however and the reputational damage will be costly
stakeholders and the general public as well as activists are unforgiving of companies whose products services business practices or culture
fall short of their socially responsible rhetoric based on close to one hundred in depth interviews with leading experts christian conrad and
marjorie thompson s the new brand spirit helps corporate communications and marketing professionals tackle this conundrum by providing a
first hand view of eight distinct and relevant stakeholder perspectives nineteen comprehensive and well researched best practice cases from
sustainability leaders like ibm unilever marks spencer and puma will inspire all those tasked with communicating sustainability with practical
and applicable tools and lessons learned the result is a book that will enable senior executives corporate communication professionals and
brand managers to decide when to whom and how to communicate sustainability related messages and when not to

Citizens vs. Markets

2017-10-02

this volume presents essential aspects of mediterranean politics to be reconsidered in the light of the arab upheavals since 2010 the focal
point of the book is the question in how far european mediterranean relations are challenged by the various developments it explores the
relationship between security and democracy within the arab countries and in european mediterranean relations the ambiguity between the
promotion of democratic values and the preservation of common interests in cooperation in economic and security affairs is stirred up by
changing political actors and new conflictual constellations inside the arab countries all these changes evoke new challenges for all
areas of the european mediterranean cooperation thus the volume assembles contributions from different angles on the re formulation of the
european neighbourhood policy as well as the democracy assistance towards the southern mediterranean it discusses the major security
issues of a cooperative security architecture counter terrorism action migration control and security sector reform in order to explore the
relevant challenges in the field the contributions analyse the recent developments and challenges provide critical insights into those fields
and endeavour to provide some proposals for improving mediterranean cooperation on democracy and security this book was published as a
special issue of democracy and security

Family, School, Community Engagement and Partnerships

2017-10-02

basic desert reactive attitudes and free will addresses the issue of whether we can make sense of the widespread conviction that we are
morally responsible beings it focuses on the claim that we deserve to be blamed and punished for our immoral actions and how this claim can
be justified given the philosophical and scientific reasons to believe that we lack the sort of free will required for this sort of desert
contributions to the book distinguish between and explore two clusters of questions the first asks what it is to deserve to be harmed or
benefitted what are the bases for desert actions good character bad character the omission of good character traits the second cluster
explores the disagreement between compatabilists and incompatibilists surrounding the nature of desert do we deserve to be harmed benefitted
or judged even if we lack the ability to act differently and if we do not what effect does this have on our everyday actions taken in full this
book sheds light on the notion of desert implicated in our practice of holding each other morally responsible this book was originally
published as a special issue of philosophical explorations

The New Brand Spirit

2016-02-05

this book re examines aspects of historical socialism and includes case studies of education within twenty first century socialist and post
socialist contexts shaped by the trajectories of historical socialism through these case studies contributions offer insights into key
questions how are education systems and student subjectivities shaped by post socialist trajectories and current regional politics
economics and resistance movements how do sedimented socialist discourses and geographies alter and contest the neoliberal child and
childhood in post socialist education how have disjunctures between the rhetoric of historical marxism leninism and the practices of
educators students and student political organizations played out under socialism and what could we learn from that for our present
how much emancipatory potential is there in the theories and practices of popular education for combatting injustice in the absence of mass
revolutionary political parties above all this volume affirms the need to move beyond simplistic accounts of historical socialism and post
socialist transitions by exploring how socialist trajectories remain influential and have potential in our current contexts this book
contributes to the work of politically engaged educators working to re imagine and reconstruct education this book was originally
published as a special issue of globalisation societies and education
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Arab Spring Challenges for Democracy and Security in the Mediterranean

2016-02-05

china japan and south korea s international relations are shaped by the fact that all three countries are significant importers of resources
this book brings together work on specific aspects of the politics of resources for each of these countries regionally and internationally
there are some similarities in the approaches taken by all these three for example their development assistance shares a focus on
infrastructure building and reluctance to purposefully influence domestic politics however there are also significant differences due in large
part to the individual nature of the states as international actors china has significant domestic supplies of resources while japan and
korea are net importers china s size also marks it out as different as does its state socialist history and continuing authoritarian state one
of the key issues to understanding contemporary resource politics in northeast asia is that western dominance of the world order is
currently declining in some cases northeast asian approaches to resources are seen as being mercantilist in other cases northeast asian
powers are seen as replacing western powers in exploiting resource rich developing countries this book gives readers an informed view of this
very important issue in contemporary international relations this bookw as published as a special issue of asian studies review

Basic Desert, Reactive Attitudes and Free Will

2014-04-24

this book analyses the christian democratic union of germany cdu one of europe s most successful and influential political parties the cdu
might have been expected to struggle in the circumstances of a more diverse secular reunified germany yet it has prospered to an extent
almost unparalleled in western europe chapters consider the cdu s policies the factors driving them their variation across germany the
relationship to women and the welfare state its organisational development and change and its position within the party system
contributors particularly emphasise the diversity of the cdu and the way it varies across germany s regions the cdu is compared to other
christian democratic parties and special consideration is given to the cdu s bavarian sister party the christian social union csu this book
was published as a special issue of german politics

Education in/for Socialism

2016-01-02

this book investigates the extent to which the eu has defined and operationalised the notion of effective multilateralism reform has
dominated the agenda of the eu in recent years with the adoption and implementation of the lisbon treaty however various international
organisations have also been in reform mode in an attempt to adjust their structure to the changing polarity and counter criticisms about a
lack of legitimacy accountability and effectiveness the eu and effective multilateralism examines the eu s intention to make multilateral
settings more effective as formulated by the european security strategy in december 2003 firmly grounded in new empirical research it
provides a balanced account of the fit between internal reform the institutional reform within the eu notably following the entry into force
of the lisbon treaty and external reform the institutional reform of the international reform in which the eu operates this book will be of
much interest to students of eu politics european security international organisations foreign policy and ir in general

East Asia's Demand for Energy, Minerals and Food

2016-09-16

the eruption of the anti assad revolution in syria has had many unintended consequences among which is the opportunity it offered sunni
jihadists to establish a foothold in the heart of the middle east that syria s ongoing civil war is so brutal and protracted has only
compounded the situation as have developments in iraq and lebanon ranging across the battlefields and international borders have been
dozens of jihadi islamist fighting groups of which some coalesced into significant factions such as jabhat al nusra and the islamic state this
book assesses and explains the emergence since 2011 of sunni jihadist organizations in syria s fledgling insurgency charts their evolution and
situates them within the global islamist project unprecedented numbers of foreign fighters have joined such groups who will almost certainly
continue to host them thus external factors in their emergence are scrutinized including the strategic and tactical lessons learned from
other jihadist conflict zones and the complex interplay between al qaeda and the islamic state and how it has influenced the jihadist sphere in
syria tensions between and conflict within such groups also feature in this indispensable volume

Understanding the Transformation of Germany’s CDU

2022-10-13

as the 2011 uprisings in north africa reverberated across the middle east a diverse cross section of women and girls publicly disputed gender
and sexual norms in novel unauthorized and often shocking ways in a series of case studies ranging from tunisia s 14 january revolution to
the taksim gezi park protests in istanbul the contributors to freedom without permission reveal the centrality of the intersections between
body gender sexuality and space to these groundbreaking events essays include discussions of the blogs written by young women in egypt the
women2drive campaign in saudi arabia the reintegration of women into the public sphere in yemen the sexualization of female protesters
encamped at bahrain s pearl roundabout and the embodied performative and artistic spaces of morocco s 20 february movement conceiving of
revolution as affective embodied spatialized and aesthetic forms of upheaval and transgression the contributors show how women activists
imagined inhabited and deployed new spatial arrangements that undermined the public private divisions of spaces bodies and social relations
continuously transforming them through symbolic and embodied transgressions contributors lamia benyoussef susanne dahlgren karina
eileraas susana galan banu g�kariksel frances s hasso sonali pahwa zakia salime

The EU and Effective Multilateralism

2016-02-05

ugc net english literature code 30 last 10 year question paper with answer highlights of book covered all 10 year questions paper 2010
to 2021 question with answer covered all 100 questions of each year covered both terms of exam question paper example june 2019
december 2022 etc

The Syrian Jihad

2017-07-05

the term revolutionary is used liberally in histories of indian anticolonialism but scarcely defined implicitly understood it functions as a
signpost or a badge generously conferred in hagiographies loosely invoked in historiography and strategically deployed in contemporary
political contests it is timely then to ask the question who counts as a revolutionary in south asia how can we read the revolutionary in
indian political formations and what does it really mean to be revolutionary in turbulent late colonial times this volume takes a
biographical approach to the question by examining the life stories of a series of activists some well known who all defined themselves in
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explicitly revolutionary terms in the early twentieth century shyamaji krishnavarma v d savarkar m k gandhi bhagat singh jawaharlal nehru
j p narayan and hansraj vohra the authors interrogate the subversive lives of these figures tracing their polyglot influences and
transnational impacts to map out the discursive travels of the revolutionary in indian historical and literary worlds from the early
1900s and to indicate its reverberations in the politics of the present this book was published as a special issue of postcolonial studies

Freedom without Permission

2014-04-25

circumcision is one of the oldest and most common surgical processes being practised for a range of medical social and religious reasons on
up to 30 of males worldwide it is currently being promoted by a range of health bodies as a means of tackling hiv in developing countries yet
there is significant concern about sexual physiological and psychological effects and complications and its prophylactic effectiveness in
examining a case in which a failed circumcision was performed for religious reasons the regional court in cologne decided that the practice
contravened the bodily autonomy of minors and was subject to the same legislation used to classify female genital cutting as assault this
understandably aroused serious concerns among various religious communities who practise circumcision at the same time as religious
groups seek to protect circumcision from comparisons with female genital cutting there is a trend particularly in post colonial thought in
the us to revise negative understandings of female genital cutting by making cautious positive comparisons with circumcision this collection
considers the apparent contradictions and complications of the contemporary status and deployment of the many forms of genital cutting
raising a serious wide reaching question what scope should society have to impose physically invasive rites on people this book was
originally published as a special issue of global discourse

UGC NET English Literature [Code-30] Previous Year Question 2010 to 2021 Book with
Answer

2019-10-15

in 2012 australia took the major step of introducing a carbon price involving the creation of a system of emissions permits initially issued
at a fixed price carbon pricing brings together experts instrumental in the development and operation of a

Revolutionary Lives in South Asia

2016-04-29

this is the annual report submitted to the general assembly by the committee on enforced disappearances covering its fifteenth 5 16 november
2018 and sixteenth 8 18 april 2019 sessions

Circumcision, Public Health, Genital Autonomy and Cultural Rights

2016-03-17

though geographically far apart turkey and australia are much closer than many would think this collection provides a relevant
comparative and comprehensive study of two countries seeking to reconcile their history with their geography

Carbon Pricing

2016-04-14

much of the discussion of india in the public sphere has focused on economic policy settings and restructuring annual growth rates trade
relations and the nation s status as an economic and political actor within the international system this collection considers other
dimensions of socio economic transformation in india and its profound impact on society and nature while economic and ecological fragility
are now very apparently problems of a global scale they are nevertheless grounded and experienced at the local scale where vulnerable and
marginal people located in the urban periphery and in rural areas confront these crises most acutely the studies in this collection encompass
many of the most important social and political concerns of india in this age of crisis namely the politics of water resources and land
acquisition and use the interaction between food security markets and institutions the politics and strategies of labour movements
narratives and practices of development and contestation over forms of agrarian production in india the link between urbanisation and local
class caste and political actors and the potential for civil society to either be co opted or to contest neoliberal logics and forms of
governance this book was published as a special issue of the journal of south asian studies

Report of the Committee on Enforced Disappearances

2016-01-13

to plan successfully and manage the increased uncertainties posed by likely future climate change knowledge needs to advance much more for
the water profession beyond what it is now available meeting these challenges does not depend exclusively on advances in climatological
hydrologic models policies for adaptation and strategies for mitigation measures have to be formulated on the basis of what are likely to
be the potential impacts these will have to be regularly fine tuned and implemented according to changing needs and as more reliable
knowledge and data become available even more challenging will be the politics of policy making and implementation which will require a
quantum leap from current policy making and implementation processes one can even say that in addition to the development of more reliable
models the politics of climate change and water management remains one of the greatest uncertainties for the water profession this book
addresses water management practices and how these should and could be modified to cope with climatic and other related uncertainties
over the next two to three decades the types of strategies and good practices that may be available or have to be developed to cope with
the current and expected uncertainties in relation to climate change and the types of knowledge information and technological developments
needed to incorporate possible future climate change impacts within the framework of water resources management decision making in the
water sector under changing climate and related uncertainties and societal water security under altering and fluctuating climate are also
discussed several case studies are included from several basins cities regions and countries in both developed and non developing countries
this book was published as a special issue of the international journal of water resources development

Reconciling Cultural and Political Identities in a Globalized World

2014-07-25

this book raises questions about cultural interventions an area of investigation somewhat overlooked in place of developing a critique of
political interventions whilst political interventions are more explicit coercive and have a wide reaching impact it is important also to
examine the way culture is used in attempts to reconstruct society and peoples the soft side of statebuilding where heritage is utilised to
play a role in the construction of the nation and the people in memory and identity for it can play a role in legitimizing myths and identifying
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symbolic historic events and implicitly informs the construction of infrastructure institutions and other aspects of civic life contributors
from the fields of politics anthropology archaeology and sociology examine interventions in state and nation building through cultural
methods the soft side of statebuilding including the preservation and promotion of certain heritage the politics of remembrance and monument
building and the repatriation of human remains and artefacts to communities in the name of making reparations for past atrocities these are
timely contributions heritage and cultural is too often considered in terms of how tourism might contribute to the economy post conflict
neglecting the construction of meaning and memory through decisions about is what is preserved or not it will be of special interest to those
in the field of cultural studies archaeology and politics as well as international relations this book was published as a special issue of the
journal of intervention and statebuilding

India and the Age of Crisis

2015-09-07

this book focuses on how discourse and various narratives contribute to the construction of the european union as a political actor thus
seeking to challenge the more established approaches to the study of the union it sheds light on the way discourses about the european union
are created perpetuated and then translated into policy outcomes most of the contributions attempt to account for the differences that
usually arise between discourse and policy practices the methods employed range from more traditional variants of discourse analysis to
other more radical versions that emphasize power or to critical or differential reading of policy narratives and ethnography policy areas
such as trade enlargement foreign policy and the european neighbourhood policy enp are discussed while a particular interest is awarded to
the european parliament and the commission in doing so the contributions shed light on the role discourse plays in relation to policies
institutional practices and value representations at the european level moreover the authors analyse the different actors and structures
that create and perpetuate discourses within the eu highlighting new insights that a focus on discourse can bring to the field of european
union studies this book was published as a special issue of perspectives on european politics and society

Water Management and Climate Change

2017-07-05

large or small old eu member or new and even eu member state or not political economies across southern europe have been increasingly but
distinctively europeanised in political public and scholarly debates on processes of europeanisation southern europe invariably features as
the area of concern these concerns have been all the more heightened when the current sovereign debt crisis disproportionately hit this flaky
fringe this volume systematically investigates the dynamics of europeanisation in the southern periphery by tracing the domestic
constellations of ideas interests and institutions over the course of the 2000s which came to a close with the crisis bringing together a
multidisciplinary team of leading specialists the volume focuses on the political economy of public policy reform in greece italy malta
portugal spain and turkey in order to allow for cross case comparisons these original country studies follow a common template framed
by what the editors call the europeanisation as research programme the volume casts empirical light on the causes of the crisis in these
cases as well as the past legacies conditioning their responses to the crisis its conclusions point to variegated patterns of europeanisation
in different policy areas across southern europe this volume will be of interest to students and scholars of european integration european
political economy european public policy and comparative politics as well as specialists of southern europe this book was published as a
special issue of south european society and politics

Political Culture, Soft Interventions and Nation Building

2016-11-03

despite real improvements since the beginning of the last decade legislative studies are still underdeveloped in france compared to other
modern democracies this weakness is linked to the characteristics of the political system itself the constitution of 1958 has created a semi
presidential regime the centrality of which has been constantly reinforced since the french parliament is thus supposed to be extremely feeble
this lack of interest for legislative studies is also to be found in the specificities of french political sociology which pays little attention
to institutions as a result very few papers and books deal with french chambers and mps yet they are fascinating cases of study for
scholars interested in parliamentary representation professionalization of political life and french politics the french parliament and mps are
deeply paradoxical mps are very attached to the concept of national sovereignty but remain involved at local level and in surgery work
the french national assembly is supposed to be weak but is quite active and influential citizens are more aware of the role of mps than it
seems and their views and values are closer than predicted this book gathers seven papers from the legipar research project 2008 2012 the
project was designed by the contributors to rejuvenate french legislative studies by collecting systematic data on mps socio biographical
profiles and activities conducting face to face interviews gathering exhaustive data on national assembly activity and organising focus
groups to analyse citizens perceptions of their mps this book was originally published as a special issue of the journal of legislative studies

Europe, Discourse, and Institutions

2014-04-28

this book explores the possibilities offered by derrida s work on democracy for interpreting contemporary struggles over democracy in
turkey the relationship between democracy and justice seems of unquestionable importance to derrida with democracy and justice held in
tension by deconstruction agnes czajka offers a qualified endorsement of a just democracy grounded in the possibilities opened up by reading
derrida s work on democracy together with his work on justice she posits that one way of imagining democracy to come might be to imagine it
as a just democracy or one poised at the intersection of the aporia of democracy and the non imperative to justice in the particular context
of contemporary struggles over democracy in turkey she also explores what such comportment toward a just democracy or a justice of in
democracy might look like in the context of that particular democracy

Europeanisation of Public Policy in Southern Europe

2014-11-13

asian countries are undergoing rapid political economic and social transformations meanwhile there is a growing demand for knowing more
about asia this major reference set is designed to help general readers as well as specialists to have a good grasp of the latest
developments in asia in the key areas of economic growth trade energy environment foreign policy and security with 4 volumes this set covers
all major dimensions of asia s political economy contributors include both scholars and practitioners who provide first hand description
and analysis of fundamental issues in asia peace and political stability are of ultimate importance with asia at the forefront of wealth
creation in the global economy volume 1 unpacks and examines the foreign policy strategies of key states and the role of regional
institutions in responding to the security demands of an asian century volume 2 studies the strong economic integration through trade and
cross border investment that has been essential to asia the region s future prosperity depends on it being able to remain open and outward
looking as asia grows larger and richer more concerted efforts are required to surmount regional rivalry and to further strengthen the
regional architecture of economic cooperation volume 3 looks at the emerging economies thirst for energy that creates huge competition
around which domestic regional and international political economy unfolds climate change and aspiration for sustainable development
further complicate the challenge volume 4 offers a comprehensive coverage of subjects on environment and sustainable development in asia
with case studies of selected and representative countries that are at different stages of economic development and facing different
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environment related problems and challenges in the twenty first century this interdisciplinary set is a fine example of international
cooperation with contributors hailing from different parts of asia as well as north america and europe it is a must have for anyone keen on
understanding asia s dynamic and changing scene

Parliamentary Representation in France

2019-04-30

too often amongst policy makers and thought leaders an assumption is made that we must make a choice between tackling climate change and
having a strong economy tackling climate change and allowing poorer nations to develop tackling climate change and having a secure energy
system however a decade of advanced modelling tested against historical data has provided wide evidence that well chosen policies can be
implemented that avoid these apparent either or choices this highly interdisciplinary book provides an overview of potential pathways for
the decarbonisation of the global economy by examining the entire global economy we show policy makers and thought leaders that greatly
reducing the risks of climate change can be consistent with energy security economic development in poor nations and vibrant economies in
already developed nations advanced models of the relationships between the economy energy and climate change pioneered at the cambridge
centre for climate change mitigation research 4cmr over the past decade provides a sound evidence base for decisions this book examines not
only the impacts of policies but also the feasibility of bringing them forward and the ways in which energy climate and economic policies can
and must be joined up if climate energy and economic goals are to be met globally economists physicists engineers policy analysts
environmental scientists climate scientists political analysts lawyers and computational scientists are brought together for the first time
to produce analyses that make up a unique approach to a global problem that must be addressed sooner rather than later contents
introduction terry barker the case for decarbonisation douglas crawford brown and martin sewell policies and measures for mitigating
climate change paul haynes and yongfu huang scenario design for a global low carbon economy jun li and aleix altimiras martin modelling
decarbonisation scenarios annela anger terry barker and mark syddall the economic feasibility of policies for decarbonisation terry barker
annela anger and hector pollitt feasibility of decarbonisation from a technology perspective j f mercure and pablo salas feasibility of
reducing emissions by end use sector scott kelly andrew skelton and aleix altimiras martin from theory to practice climate policy and
political feasibility sonja klinsky and michael grubb co impacts of a decarbonised economy douglas crawford brown and ann thompson
conclusions terry barker readership academics and policy makers interested in forming policies that target energy climate and economic issues
key features conclusions are based on a decade of developing some of the most advanced models of links between energy economic and
environmental issuesexamines the entire global economy showing how policies and actions in any one nation influence behaviours in other
nationshighly interdisciplinary content with analyses produced by economists physicists engineers policy analysts environmental scientists
climate scientists political analysts lawyers and computational scientistskeywords climate change climate policy economic development
environment energy policy low carbon technology

Democracy and Justice

2018-04-19

europe sees itself as embodying the ideals of modernity especially in relation to democracy and the respect for human rights faced on the one
hand with the need for public recognition of a new population of muslim identity and the threat of violent radicalization on the other europe
is falling prey to the politics of fear and is tempted to compromise on its professed ideals reflecting on the manifestations and causes of the
contemporary fear of islam gaining ground in contemporary europe as well as on the factors contributing to the radicalization of some
muslims il liberal europe islamophobia modernity and radicalization offers a diversity of perspectives on both the challenges to social
cohesion and the danger of islamophobia encouraging a spiral of co radicalization combining empirical studies of several european countries
with a comparative account of india and europe the book analyzes vital issues such as secularity domophilia de politicization neo
nationalism the european unification project and more spanning a variety of disciplinary approaches the volume offers novel insights into the
complex landscape of identity politics in contemporary europe to widen the scope of intellectual inquiry this book was originally published
as a special issue of politics religion ideology

Globalization, Development And Security In Asia (In 4 Volumes)

2014-01-16

the southeast europe and black sea region presents fertile terrain for examining recent international migration trends the contributions to
this book cover a range of examples from ukraine and moldova in the north to greece and albania in the south by intersecting the three key
concepts of migration transnationalism and development they offer new insights based on original empirical research a wide range of types of
migration can be observed in this region large scale emigration in many countries recent mass immigration in the case of greece return migration
internal migration internal and external forced migration irregular migration brain drain etc these migratory phenomena occur within the
context of eu migration policies and eu accession for some countries yet within this shifting migration landscape of migrant stocks and
flows the fundamental economic geography of different wealth levels and work opportunities is what drives most migration now as in the
past this book was previously published as a special issue of southeast european and black sea studies

Decarbonising the World's Economy

this book written by experts from universities and major industrial research laboratories is devoted to the very hot topic of cognitive radio
and networking for cooperative coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks selected highly relevant advanced research is presented on
spectrum sensing and progress toward the realization of accurate radio environment mapping biomimetic learning for self organizing networks
security threats with a special focus on primary user emulation attack and cognition as a tool for green next generation networks the
research activities covered include work undertaken within the framework of the european cost action ic0902 which is geared towards the
definition of a european platform for cognitive radio and networks communications engineers r d engineers researchers and students will all
benefit from this complete reference on recent advances in wireless communications and the design and implementation of cognitive radio
systems and networks

(Il)liberal Europe: Islamophobia, Modernity and Radicalization

Migration, transnationalism and Development in South-East Europe and the Black Sea Region

Cognitive Communication and Cooperative HetNet Coexistence
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